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Two African apes are the closest living relatives of humans: the
chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) and the bonobo (Pan paniscus).
Although they are similar in many respects, bonobos and chim-
panzees differ strikingly in key social and sexual behaviours1–4, and
for some of these traits they show more similarity with humans
than with each other. Here we report the sequencing and assembly
of the bonobo genome to study its evolutionary relationship with
the chimpanzee andhuman genomes.We find thatmore than three
per cent of the human genome is more closely related to either the
bonobo or the chimpanzee genome than these are to each other.
These regions allow various aspects of the ancestry of the two ape
species to be reconstructed. In addition, many of the regions that
overlap genes may eventually help us understand the genetic basis
of phenotypes that humans share with one of the two apes to the
exclusion of the other.
Whereas chimpanzees are widespread across equatorial Africa,
bonobos live only south of the Congo River in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Fig. 1a). As a result of their relatively small and
remote habitat, bonobos were the last ape species to be described2 and
are the rarest of all apes in captivity. As a consequence, they have, until
recently, been little studied2. It is known that whereas DNA sequences
in humans diverged from those in bonobos and chimpanzees five to
seven million years ago, DNA sequences in bonobos diverged from
those in chimpanzees around two million years ago. Bonobos are thus
closely related to chimpanzees. Moreover, comparison of a small
number of autosomal DNA sequences has shown that bonobo DNA
sequences often fall within the variation of chimpanzees5.
Bonobos and chimpanzees are highly similar to each other in many
respects. However, the behaviour of the two species differs in import-
ant ways1. For example, male chimpanzees use aggression to compete
for dominance rank and obtain sex, and they cooperate to defend their
home range and attack other groups3. By contrast, bonobo males are
commonly subordinate to females and do not compete intensely for
dominance rank1. They do not form alliances with one another and
there is no evidence of lethal aggression between groups3. Compared
with chimpanzees, bonobos are playful throughout their lives and
show intense sexual behaviour3 that serves non-conceptive functions
and often involves same-sex partners4. Thus, chimpanzees and
bonobos each possess certain characteristics that are more similar to
human traits than they are to one another’s. No parsimonious recon-
struction of the social structure and behavioural patterns of the
common ancestor of humans, chimpanzees and bonobos is therefore
possible. That ancestormay in fact have possessed amosaic of features,
including those now seen in bonobo, chimpanzee and human.
To understand the evolutionary relationships of bonobos, chimpan-
zees and humans better, we sequenced and assembled the genome of a
female bonobo individual (Ulindi) and compared it to those of
chimpanzees and humans. Compared with the 63 Sanger-sequenced
chimpanzee genome6 (panTro2), the bonobo genome assembly has a
similar number of bases in alignment with the human genome, a
similar number of lineage-specific substitutions and similar indel error
rates (Table 1 and Supplementary Information, sections 2 and 3),
suggesting that the two ape genomes are of similar quality. Segmental
duplications affect at least 80Mb of the bonobo genome, according to
excess sequence read-depth predictions. Owing to over-collapsing of
duplications, only 14.6Mb are present in the final assembly (Sup-
plementary Information, section 4), a common error seen in assemblies
from shorter-read technologies7. We used the finished chimpanzee
sequence of chromosome 21 together with the human genome
sequence to estimate an error rate of approximately two errors per
10 kb in the bonobo genome, with comparable qualities for the X chro-
mosome and autosomes. The bonobo genome can therefore serve as a
high-quality sequence for comparative genome analyses.
On average, the two alleles in single-copy, autosomal regions in the
Ulindi genome are approximately 99.9% identical to each other, 99.6%
identical to corresponding sequences in the chimpanzee genome and
98.7% identical to corresponding sequences in the human genome. A
comprehensive analysis of the bonobo genome is presented in
Supplementary Information. Here we summarize the most interesting
results.
We identified and validated experimentally a total of 704 kb ofDNA
sequences that occur in bonobo-specific segmental duplications. They
contain three partially duplicated genes (CFHR2, DUS2L and
CACNA1B) and two completely duplicated genes (CFHR4 and
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DDX28). However, bonobos and chimpanzees share the majority of
segmental duplications, and they carry approximately similar numbers
of bases in lineage-specific duplications (Fig. 2a).
As in othermammals, transposons, that is, mobile genetic elements,
make up approximately half of the bonobo genome (Supplementary
Information, section 6). In agreement with previous results6, we find
that Alu insertions accumulated about twice as fast on the human
lineage as on the bonobo and chimpanzee lineages (Fig. 2b). We
identified two previously unreported Alu subfamilies in bonobos
and chimpanzees, designated AluYp1, which is present in 5 copies in
the human genome and in 54 and 114 copies in the bonobo and
chimpanzee genomes, respectively, and AluYp2, which is absent from
humans and present in 24 and 37 copies, respectively, in the two apes.
We found that, as in mice8, African-ape-specific L1 insertions are
enriched near genes involved in neuronal activities or cell adhesion
and are depleted near genes encoding transcription factors or involved
in nucleic-acid metabolism (Supplementary Information, section 6).
In humans, L1 retrotransposition has been shown to occur preferen-
tially in neuronal precursor cells and has been speculated to contribute
to functional diversity in the brain9. The tendency of new L1 integrants
to accumulate near neuronal genes on evolutionary timescales may
mimic the somatic variation found in the brain.
To investigate whether bonobos and chimpanzees exchanged genes
subsequent to their separation, we used a test (the D statistic10) to
investigate the extent to which the bonobo genomes might be closer
to some chimpanzees than to others (Supplementary Information,
section 10). To this end, we generated Illumina shotgun sequences
from two western, seven eastern, and seven central chimpanzees
(Fig. 1a) and from three bonobos (Supplementary Information,
section 5). We then used alignments of sets of four genomes, each
consisting of two chimpanzees, the bonobo and the human, and tested
for an excess of shared derived alleles between bonobo and one
chimpanzee as compared with the other chimpanzee. We observe no
significant difference between the numbers of shared derived alleles
(Fig. 1b). There is thus no indication of preferential gene flow between
bonobos and any of the chimpanzee groups tested. Such a complete
separation contrasts with reports of hybridization betweenmany other
primates11. It is, however, consistent with the suggestion that the
formation of the Congo River 1.5–2.5 million years ago created a
barrier to gene flow that allowed bonobos and chimpanzees to evolve
different phenotypes over a relatively short time.
Because the population split between bonobo and chimpanzee
occurred relatively close in time to the split between the bonobo–
chimpanzee ancestor (Pan ancestor) and humans, not all genomic
regions are expected to show the pattern in which DNA sequences
from bonobos and chimpanzees are more closely related to each other
than to humans. Previous work using very low-coverage sequencing of
ape genomes has suggested that less than 1% of the human genome
may be more closely related to one of the two apes than the ape
genomes are to one another12. To investigate the extent to which such
so-called incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) exists between the three
species, we used the bonobo genome and a coalescent hidden
Markov model (HMM) approach13 to analyse non-repetitive parts of
the bonobo, chimpanzee6, human14 and orang-utan15 genomes. This
showed that 1.6% of the human genome is more closely related to the
Table 1 | Bonobo genome assembly characteristics and genomic
features compared with the chimpanzee genome (panTro2)
Bonobo Chimpanzee
Bases in contigs 2.7Gb 3.0Gb
N50 contigs 67kb 29kb
N50 scaffolds 9.6Mb 9.7Mb
Human bases covered by alignments 2.74Gb 2.72Gb
Lineage-specific substitutions 5.71 million 5.67 million
Indel error rate 0.14 errors kb21 0.13 errors kb21
Segmental duplication content (.20 kb) 77.2Mb 76.5Mb
Lineage-specific retrotransposon integrants 1,445 1,039
See also Supplementary Information, sections 2–4 and 6. kb, kilobase; Mb, megabase; Gb, gigabase.
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Figure 2 | Segmental duplications and transposon accumulation. a, Venn
diagram showing segmental duplications in the human (H), chimpanzee (C)
and bonobo (B) genomes. Each number ofmegabases refers to the total amount
of sequence that occurs in segmental duplications (Supplementary
Information, section 4). b, Accumulation of different retrotransposon classes
on each lineage.
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Figure 1 | Geographical distribution and test for admixture between
chimpanzees and bonobos. a, Geographical distribution of bonobos and
chimpanzees. b, D statistics for the admixture test between bonobos and three
chimpanzee groups. Each pairwise comparison between one bonobo and two
chimpanzee groups is depicted as one panel. Each point in a panel represents
one bonobo individual compared with two chimpanzee individuals from
different groups. Admixture between bonobo and chimpanzee is indicated by a
Z-score greater than 4.4 or less than 24.4.
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bonobo genome than to the chimpanzee genome, and that 1.7% of
the human genome is more closely related to the chimpanzee than to
the bonobo genome (Fig. 3a).
To test this result independently, we analysed transposon integra-
tions, which occur so rarely in ape and human genomes that the
chance of two independent insertions of the same type of transposon
at the same position and in the same orientation in different species is
exceedingly low. We identified 991 integrations of transposons absent
from the orang-utan genome but present in two of the three species
bonobo, chimpanzee and human. Of these, 27 are shared between the
bonobo and human genomes but are absent from the chimpanzee
genome, and 30 are shared between the chimpanzee and human
genomes but are absent from the bonobo genome, suggesting that
approximately 6% (95% confidence interval, 4.1–7.0%) of the genome
is affected by ILS among the three species. TheHMMestimation of ILS
is further supported by the fact that the HMM tree topology assign-
ments tend to match the ILS status of the neighbouring transposons
(P5 7.23 1026 and 0.025 for bonobo–human and chimpanzee–
human ILS, respectively; Fig. 3c and Supplementary Information,
section 6). We conclude that more than 3% of the human genome is
more closely related to either bonobos or chimpanzees than these are
to each other.
Such regions of ILS may influence phenotypic similarities that
humans share with one of the apes but not the other. In fact, about
25% of all genes contain regions of ILS (Supplementary Information,
section 8), and genes encoding membrane proteins and proteins
involved in cell adhesion have a higher fraction of bases assigned to
ILS than do other genes. Amino-acid substitutions that are fixed in the
apes and show ILS may be particularly informative about phenotypic
differences. We identified 18 such amino-acid substitutions shared
between humans and bonobos and 18 shared between chimpanzees
and humans (Supplementary Information, section 12). These are
candidates for further study. An interesting example is the gene
encoding the trace amine associated receptor 8 (TAAR8), a member
of a family of G-coupled protein receptors that in the mouse detect
volatile amines in urine that may provide social cues16. Although this
gene seems tobepseudogenized independentlyonmultiple ape lineages,
humans and bonobos share a single amino-acid change in the first
extracellular domain and carry the longest open reading frames (of
342 and 256 amino acids, respectively; open reading frames in all other
apes, ,180 amino acids) (SI 12). Further work is needed to clarify if
TAAR8 is functional in humans and apes.
The ILS among bonobos, chimpanzees and humans opens the
possibility of gauging the genetic diversity and, hence, the population
history of thePan ancestor.Weused theHMMto estimate the effective
population size of the Pan ancestor to 27,000 individuals (Fig. 3b),
which is almost three times larger than that of present-day bonobos
(Supplementary Information, section 9) and humans17 but is similar to
that of central chimpanzees5,18,19. We also estimated a population split
time between bonobos and chimpanzees of onemillion years, which is
in agreement with most previous estimates18,19.
Differences in female and male population history, for example,
with respect to reproductive success andmigration rates, are of special
interest in understanding the evolution of social structure. To
approach this question in the Pan ancestor, we compared the inferred
ancestral population sizes of the X chromosome and the autosomes.
Because two-thirds of X chromosomes are found in females whereas
autosomes are split equally between the two sexes, a ratio between their
effective population sizes (X/A ratio) of 0.75 is expected under random
mating. The X/A ratio in the Pan ancestor, corrected for the higher
mutation rate in males, is 0.83 (0.75–0.91) (Fig. 4 and Supplementary
Information, section 8). Similarly, we estimated an X/A ratio of 0.85
(0.79–0.93) for present-day bonobos using Ulindi single nucleotide
polymorphisms in 200-kb windows (Supplementary Information,
section 9). Under the assumption of randommating, this would mean
that on average two females reproduce for each reproducingmale. The
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Figure 3 | Incomplete lineage sorting. a, Schematic description of ILS states
and percentage of bases assigned to each state. b, Effective population sizes and
split times inferred from ILS and based on a molecular clock with a mutation
rate of 1029 yr21. Myr, million years. We note that other estimates of mutation
rates will correspondingly affect the estimates of the split times. c, Overlap
between predicted ILS transposons and the closest HMM ILS assignments
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and across the whole genome, counted within,1-Mb segments of alignment
(Supplementary Information, section 8). e, Proportion of ILS dependent on
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Figure 4 | X/A ratios. The X/A ratios for Ulindi (bonobo), an African human
and a European humanwere inferred from heterozygosity, and that for the Pan
ancestor was inferred from ILS. The low X/A ratio for the European has been
suggested to be due to demographic effects connected to migrating out of
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difference in the variance of reproductive success between the sexes
certainly contributes to this observation, as does the fact that whereas
bonobo females often move to new groups upon maturation, males
tend to stay within their natal group20. Because both current and
ancestral X/A ratios are similar to each other and also to some human
groups (Fig. 4), this suggests that they may also have been typical for
the ancestor shared with humans.
Because factors that reduce the effective population size, in particular
positive and negative selection, will decrease the extent of ILS, the
distribution of ILS across the genome allows regions affected by selec-
tion in thePan ancestor to be identified. In agreementwith this, we find
that exons show less ILS than introns (Fig. 3d and Supplementary
Information, section 8). We also find that recombination rates are
positively correlated with ILS (Fig. 3e), probably because recombina-
tion uncouples regions from neighbouring selective events. Unlike
positive and negative selection, balancing selection is expected to
increase ILS. In agreement with this, we find that ILS is most frequent
in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC), which encodes cell-
surface proteins that present antigens to immune cells (Supplementary
Information, section 10) and is known to contain genes that evolve
under balancing selection21.
To identify regions affected by selective sweeps in the Pan ancestor,
we isolated long genomic regions devoid of ILS. The largest such region
is 6.1Mb long and is located on human chromosome 3. This region
contains a cluster of tumour suppressor genes22, has an estimated
recombination rate of 10% of the human genome average23 and has
been found to evolve under strong purifying selection in humans24. The
diversity in the region, corrected for mutation rate, is lower than in
neighbouring regions in chimpanzee but not in bonobos (Fig. 5a), and
parts of the region showsignatures ofpositive selection inhumans10,25,26.
Apparently this region evolves in unique ways that may involve both
strong background selection and several independent events of positive
selection among apes and humans.
The fact that the chimpanzee diversity encompasses bonobos for
most regions of the genome can be exploited to identify regions that
have been positively selected in chimpanzees after their separation
from bonobos, because in such regions bonobos will fall outside the
chimpanzee variation. We implemented a search for such regions,
which is similar to a test previously applied tohumans todetect selective
sweeps since their split from Neanderthals10 (Homo neanderthalensis),
in anHMMthat uses coalescent simulations for parameter training, the
chimpanzee resequencing data and the megabase-wide average of the
human recombination rates (Supplementary Information, section 7).
Because the size of a regionaffected bya selective sweepwill be larger the
faster fixation was reached, the intensity of selection will correlate posi-
tively with genetic length.We therefore ranked the regions according to
genetic length and further corrected for the effect of background selec-
tion24. The highest-ranking region contains anmiRNA,miR-4465, that
has not yet been functionally characterized. Four of the ten highest-
ranking regions contain no protein- or RNA-coding genes, and may
thus contain structural or regulatory features that have been subject to
selection. Notably, four of these ten regions are on chromosome 6, and
two of these four are within 2Mb of the MHC (Fig. 5b). This suggests
that the MHC and surrounding genomic regions have been a major
target of positive selection in chimpanzees, presumably as a result of
infectious diseases. Indeed, chimpanzees have experienced a selective
sweep that targeted MHC class-I genes and reduced allelic diversity
across a wide region surrounding the MHC27, perhaps caused by the
HIV-1/SIVCPZ retrovirus27,28.
The bonobogenome shows thatmore than 3%of the humangenome
ismore closely related to either bonobos or chimpanzees than these are
to each other. This can be used to illuminate the population history and
selective events that affected the ancestor of bonobos and chimpanzees.
In addition, about 25% of human genes contain parts that are more
closely related to one of the two apes than the other. Such regions can
now be identified andwill hopefully contribute to the unravelling of the
genetic backgroundofphenotypic similarities amonghumans, bonobos
and chimpanzees.
METHODS SUMMARY
Wegenerated a total of 86Gb ofDNAsequence fromUlindi, a female bonobowho
lives in Leipzig Zoo (Supplementary Information, section 1). All sequencing was
done on the 454 sequencing platformand included 10Gbof paired-end reads from
clones of insert sizes of 3, 9 and 20 kb. The genome was assembled using the open-
source Celera Assembler software29 (Supplementary Information, section 2). In
addition, we sequenced 19 bonobo and chimpanzee individuals on the Illumina
GAIIx platform to about one-fold genomic coverage per individual (Supplemen-
tary Information, section 5). Supplementary Information provides a full descrip-
tion of our methods.
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